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class="bigphoto">It’s okay, you can �nally admit it. It’s been two months since you’ve seen the inside of the gym. Getting sick,
family crisis, overtime at work and school papers that needed to get �nished all kept you for exercising. Now, the question is: how
do you start again?
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Once you have an exercise habit, it becomes automatic. You just go to the gym, there is no force involved. But after a month,
two months or possibly a year off, it can be hard to get started again. Here are some tips to climb back on that treadmill
after you’ve fallen off.

1. Don’t Break the Habit – The easiest way to keep things going is simply not to stop. Avoid long breaks in exercising or
rebuilding the habit will take some effort. This may be advice a little too late for some people. But if you have an
exercise habit going, don’t drop it at the �rst sign of trouble.

2. Reward Showing Up – Woody Allen once said that, “Half of life is showing up.” I’d argue that 90% of making a habit is
just making the effort to get there. You can worry about your weight, amount of laps you run or the amount you can
bench press later.

3. Commit for Thirty Days – Make a commitment to go every day (even just for 20 minutes) for one month. This will
solidify the exercise habit. By making a commitment you also take pressure off yourself in the �rst weeks back of
deciding whether to go.

4. Make it Fun – If you don’t enjoy yourself at the gym, it is going to be hard to keep it a habit. There are thousands of
ways you can move your body and exercise, so don’t give up if you’ve decided lifting weights or doing crunches isn’t for
you. Many large �tness centers will offer a range of programs that can suit your tastes.

5. Schedule During Quiet Hours – Don’t put exercise time in a place where it will easily be pushed aside by something
more important. Right after work or �rst thing in the morning are often good places to put it. Lunch-hour workouts
might be too easy to skip if work demands start mounting.

6. Get a Buddy – Grab a friend to join you. Having a social aspect to exercising can boost your commitment to the
exercise habit.

7. X Your Calendar – One person I know has the habit of drawing a red “X” through any day on the calendar he goes to
the gym. The bene�t of this is it quickly shows how long it has been since you’ve gone to the gym. Keeping a steady
amount of X’s on your calendar is an easy way to motivate yourself.

8. Enjoyment Before Effort – After you �nish any work out, ask yourself what parts you enjoyed and what parts you did
not. As a rule, the enjoyable aspects of your workout will get done and the rest will be avoided. By focusing on how you
can make workouts more enjoyable, you can make sure you want to keep going to the gym.

9. Create a Ritual – Your workout routine should become so ingrained that it becomes a ritual. This means that the time of
day, place or cue automatically starts you towards grabbing your bag and heading out. If your workout times are
completely random, it will be harder to bene�t from the momentum of a ritual.

10. Stress Relief – What do you do when your stressed? Chances are it isn’t running. But exercise can be a great way to
relieve stress, releasing endorphin which will improve your mood. The next time you feel stressed or tired, try doing an
exercise you enjoy. When stress relief is linked to exercise, it is easy to regain the habit even after a leave of absence.

11. Measure Fitness – Weight isn’t always the best number to track. Increase in muscle can offset decreases in fat so the
scale doesn’t change even if your body is. But �tness improvements are a great way to stay motivated. Recording
simple numbers such as the number of push-ups, sit-ups or speed you can run can help you see that the exercise is
making you stronger and faster.

12. Habits First, Equipment Later – Fancy equipment doesn’t create a habit for exercise. Despite this, some people still
believe that buying a thousand dollar machine will make up for their inactivity. It won’t. Start building the exercise habit
�rst, only afterwards should you worry about having a personal gym.

13. Isolate Your Weakness – If falling off the exercise wagon is a common occurrence for you, �nd out why. Do you not
enjoy exercising? Is it a lack of time? Is it feeling self-conscious at the gym? Is it a lack of �tness know-how? As soon as
you can isolate your weakness, you can make steps to improve the situation.

14. Start Small – Trying to run �fteen miles your �rst workout isn’t a good way to build a habit. Work below your capacity
for the �rst few weeks to build the habit. Otherwise you might scare yourself off after a brutal workout.

15. Go for Yourself, Not to Impress – Going to the gym with the only goal of looking great is like starting a business with
only the goal to make money. The effort can’t justify the results. But if you go to the gym to push yourself, gain energy
and have a good time, then you can keep going even when results are slow.
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Are you keen to reinvent yourself this year? Or at least use the new year as a long overdue excuse to get rid of bad habits or
pick up new ones?

Yes, it’s that time of year again. The time of year when we feel as if we have to turn over a new leaf. The time when we
misguidedly imagine that the arrival of a new year will magically provide the catalyst, motivation and persistence we need
to reinvent ourselves.

Traditionally, New Year’s Day is styled as the ideal time to kick start a new phase in your life and the time when you must
make your all important new year’s resolution. Unfortunately, the beginning of the year is also one of the worst times to
make a major change in your habits because it’s often a relatively stressful time, right in the middle of the party and vacation
season.

Don’t set yourself up for failure this year by vowing to make huge changes that will be hard to keep. Instead follow these
seven steps for successfully making a new year’s resolution you can stick to for good.

1. Just pick one thing

If you want to change your life or your lifestyle don’t try to change the whole thing at once. It won’t work. Instead pick one
area of your life to change to begin with.
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Make it something concrete so you know exactly what change you’re planning to make. If you’re successful with the �rst
change you can go ahead and make another change after a month or so. By making small changes one after the other, you
still have the chance to be a whole new you at the end of the year and it’s a much more realistic way of doing it.

Don’t pick a New Year’s resolution that’s bound to fail either, like running a marathon if you’re 40lbs overweight and get out
of breath walking upstairs. If that’s the case resolve to walk every day. When you’ve got that habit down pat you can
graduate to running in short bursts, constant running by March or April and a marathon at the end of the year. What’s the
one habit you most want to change?

2. Plan ahead

To ensure success you need to research the change you’re making and plan ahead so you have the resources available
when you need them. Here are a few things you should do to prepare and get all the systems in place ready to make your
change.

Read up on it – Go to the library and get books on the subject. Whether it’s quitting smoking, taking up running or yoga or
becoming vegan there are books to help you prepare for it. Or use the Internet. If you do enough research you should even be
looking forward to making the change.

Plan for success – Get everything ready so things will run smoothly. If you’re taking up running make sure you have the
trainers, clothes, hat, glasses, ipod loaded with energetic sounds at the ready. Then there can be no excuses.

3. Anticipate problems

There will be problems so make a list of what they’ll be. If you think about it, you’ll be able to anticipate problems at certain
times of the day, with speci�c people or in special situations. Once you’ve identi�ed the times that will probably be hard
work out ways to cope with them when they inevitably crop up.
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4. Pick a start date

You don’t have to make these changes on New Year’s Day. That’s the conventional wisdom, but if you truly want to make
changes then pick a day when you know you’ll be well-rested, enthusiastic and surrounded by positive people. I’ll be waiting
until my kids go back to school in February.

Sometimes picking a date doesn’t work. It’s better to wait until your whole mind and body are fully ready to take on the
challenge. You’ll know when it is when the time comes.

5. Go for it

On the big day go for it 100%. Make a commitment and write it down on a card. You just need one short phrase you can
carry in your wallet. Or keep it in your car, by your bed and on your bathroom mirror too for an extra dose of positive
reinforcement.

Your commitment card will say something like:

I enjoy a clean, smoke-free life.

I stay calm and in control even under times of stress.
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I’m committed to learning how to run my own business.

I meditate daily.

6. Accept failure

If you do fail and sneak a cigarette, miss a walk or shout at the kids one morning don’t hate yourself for it. Make a note of the
triggers that caused this set back and vow to learn a lesson from them.

If you know that alcohol makes you crave cigarettes and oversleep the next day cut back on it. If you know the morning rush
before school makes you shout then get up earlier or prepare things the night before to make it easier on you.

Perseverance is the key to success. Try again, keep trying and you will succeed.

7. Plan rewards

Small rewards are great encouragement to keep you going during the hardest �rst days. After that you can probably reward
yourself once a week with a magazine, a long-distance call to a supportive friend, a siesta, a trip to the movies or whatever
makes you tick.

Later you can change the rewards to monthly and then at the end of the year you can pick an anniversary reward.
Something that you’ll look forward to. You deserve it and you’ll have earned it.

Whatever your plans and goals are for this year, I’d do wish you luck with them but remember, it’s your life and you make
your own luck.

Decide what you want to do this year, plan how to get it and go for it. I’ll de�nitely be cheering you on.

Are you planning to make a New Year’s resolution? What is it and is it something you’ve tried to do before or something
new?
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